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Background

• Workplace recovery was set up in June with the aim of:

– Readying corporate buildings for staff to return, at least in part;

– Stepping up areas such as registration services in a safe and supportive 

manner;

– Equipping the workforce with the kit needed to undertake their role;

– Providing advice and support to the workforce in a coordinated way;

– Engaging with the workforce, champions and trade unions;

– Linking across to the estates and ICT work in the transformation 

programme and help to articulate some design principles for the future 

design of the workplace.
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Working collaboratively

• A multi-disciplinary team established,  to drive activity 

and momentum;

• Includes senior officers from all directorates, to ensure 

all perspectives considered and accounted for – not a 

‘done to’ or one size fits all approach;‘done to’ or one size fits all approach;

• Subgroups established to ensure focus and pace in the 

right areas.
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Workplace Recovery – areas of focus

•Support for working from 
home arrangements

•Investment in devices 
and migration

•“Keeping you safe” 
framework

•Facilitate immediate step 
up requests

COVID 
Secure

IT & 
Peripherals

•Culture and policy 
changes to 
change/adapt to 
effectively support 
evolving workplace

•Interim arrangements for 
staff and services 
(buildings-focused)

•Design principles for 
future flexible workplace

Culture & 
Practice

Interim & 
Future 

Workplace
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Enabling and supporting workforce

Future of Work E-learning
Conversation Toolkits
(Work / Life Balance)

Support Sessions
(TLC / Manager)

Golden Practices
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Launched “keeping you safe” framework

Level 1: In the Workplace

Keeping you safe

COMPLETE

Corporate Buildings RA

Approved by TU

Level 2: As a Workforce

Level 3: As an Individual 
Recommended for following staff:

Have underlying health conditions

Are pregnant

BAME ethnicity

White EU ethnicity and >70 years old

COMPLETE

Quality Assurance Completed

ONGOING

Revising Individual RA, 

with BAME Network & Updated 

Government Guidance
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How we are keeping you safe

Carry out Covid
Risk Assessment

Develop cleaning, 

These 5 steps are the backbone of our new way of working, 

and are the Government’s “5 steps to working safely”.

Develop cleaning, 
handwashing and 

hygiene 
procedures

Help people to 
work from home

Maintain 2m social 
distancing where 

possible

Where 2m is not 
possible, manage 
transmission risk
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Our Covid-secure measures
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Support at Home
c94% of staff have now been migrated 

to Win10 and M365.

Home working risk assessments - used 

to ensure staff working safely, with some 

repurposed kit from office buildings where 

appropriate. Staff also purchasing 

elements themselves, balanced against 

savings made not commuting.savings made not commuting.

Research with other councils found the 

majority were not making payments to staff 

but emphasising the benefits for most of 

homeworking.

Our Covid-secure buildings are still an 

option if people are struggling with mental 

health, wellbeing or the home working 

environment.
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Communications, support and 

engagement
• We have adapted our communications & engagement channels to suit the 

virtual arrangements:

– Cascade of messages through Chief Exec Vlogs, Wider Leadership Team, CEMART 
and bronze cells as needed;

– Dedicated Workplace recovery cell and its senior rep’s;

– Staff FAQs – living document based on the most up-to-date guidance

– Regular Team Voice articles and weekly staff and Member briefings;– Regular Team Voice articles and weekly staff and Member briefings;

– Trade Union involvement;

– Conversation With sessions;

– Manager support sessions, Time to Listen and Chat sessions (both new during the 
pandemic);

– Staff and member packs;

– Champions – ongoing engagement and testing ideas;

– Dedicated Centranet site accessible to all staff whether logged in corporately or not;

– New support group for staff who are Clinically Extremely Vulnerable or who support a 
family member who is.
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Communication examples
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Flexible, proactive and responsive

• The situation remains fluid as we enter lockdowns, move between tiers and 

so on:

– Complexities for our FAQs arise as guidance changes or new scenarios 

emerge – dealt with proactively, collaboratively and promptly;

– Some staff live outside of the CEC area, so dealing with two sets of 

arrangements;arrangements;

– Additional asks/ requirements placed on councils.

• Increased pressure on the front line - we are responding to this with a joint 

planning piece, seeking to identify additional capacity and scenario plan to 

ensure we can support these critical services.

• Also examining the pressures elsewhere to see where we can pause 

activity and release capacity.
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Going forward

• Trade Unions have reported they are happy with the 

engagement and support they’ve seen;

• Similarly, staff have said they feel connected to what is going 

on;

• We will continue to listen and where messages aren’t getting 

through via the channels mentioned, we will continue to flex 

and adapt our approach.

• Additional support will be developed and put in place as 

needs are identified e.g. through our capacity planning work, 

e-learning, specific sessions for staff and managers.
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Looking to the future (beyond COVID): 

Flexible

Our way of working has changed.

Core messages that we are continuing to emphasise with our 

staff are:

Collaborative

Digital Our workplace has changed,

and we have the opportunity to accelerate 

our transformation.

We will keep listening and engaging

as we continue to develop our 

future working arrangements.
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